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ALL Tech is in the midst of the festivities of Junior Week. In consequence of the unusual prominence of social life at this time, studies must necessarily suffer. The events of this week contribute to the education of this sort, which is so conspicuous at Tech by its absence. The students should not be called upon to refrain from participation in these festivities because of lessons; this is one of the few times which should be allowed to interfere with the regular work at the Institute. No Tech man is so deluded as to look for official permission for an absolute relaxation from work; but it is only fair to expect the instructing staff to remember that Junior Week is on, and to gauge the work accordingly.

The Junior Class Dinner in March the under-graduates’ fund for the Walker Memorial was started and the example set there being taken up still more vigorously by the two lower classes, the fund has now reached several hundred dollars. It is important that the work should go on in the same enthusiastic manner in which it started. The total fund given mainly by the alumni has now reached the neighborhood of $70,000. Thirty thousand dollars remain to be obtained before July 1st. The alumni of the Institute are much to be congratulated on their interest in the Memorial and the under-graduates can stimulate this interest all the further by its enthusiasm in the matter. THE TECH trusts that the undergraduate efforts will be sustained in support of one of the most praiseworthy undertakings ever identified with Institute affairs.

In another column of this issue of THE TECH, a brief account of the origin of the phrase “Junior Week” is given. The week which is now passing is marked with more events undertaken by the student body than in former years, and the events all possess much that is of interest to Tech men. The initial occur-